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ABSTRACT
The Theological characteristics of the kinetics of gelation of a single
extraction calf ekin derived gelatin were studied as a function of shear
rate, shear rate history, concentration, pH, and temperature. Kinetic
as well as molecular interpretations are provided* Changes in any of
these variables alters the rate as well as the structure formed during
gelation under shear*
Optical rotatory dispersion studies failed to indicate an increase in the
chain helix content during gelation, however, it is suspected that inter-
ference may be masking this rotation*
2I. INTRODUCTION
The complex process of gelatin gel formation has been widely studied un-
der varied conditions* However, a great deal of uncertainty still plagues
the research being done on gelatin, principally due to the inherent com-
plexity of the collagen-gelatin system. An area of research which has
not been extensively studied is that of gelatin network formation under
shear. Here rheology offers an effective tool for observing and classi-
fying structural changes which occur during the time dependent gelation
process.
Several levels of structural complexity have to be considered when deal-
ing with the protein gelatin: the order or sequence of the amino acids
in the long polypeptide chain (primary structure) , the orderly twisting
or bending of the chain (secondary structure), the compacting and fold-
ing back of secondary structure (tertiary structure) , and finally the
formation of larger and more complex units between two or more poly-
peptide chains (quaternary structure). While the primary structure is
examined chiefly by chemical methods, physical methods, including rheology
and optical rotatory dispersion, play a decisive role in the study of the
higher order structures. 1
7
During gelatin network formation in solution,
these interactions as well as other participating mechanisms occur, all
of which can be influenced by shear. In this study the several principal
molecular interactions studied would include: single chain helical coil
formation, helical winding of two or more molecules, chain segment-water
molecule interactions, and interchain interactions to form cross linked
networks.
Some of the important Theological variables involved in determining the
nature of the thixotrope gelatin are shear stress, shear strain, shear
rate, rate of change of shear stress, and rate of change of shear
rate.
This study evaluates the relationship of gelatin viscosity and rate
of
change of viscosity to changes in time, shear rate, shear rate history,
concentration, pH, and temperature. These relationships are considered
3from both a Theological as well as molecular level of understanding; an
understanding based on the many theories and observations of the pre-
vious research done in this area f as well as from observations of this
study
•
More specifically i the following questions were considered in this work:
(a) . How are the gelation kinetics affected by the thermodynamic
*
hydrodynamics and physical parameters such as temperature
«
shear rate* pH, concentration! etc.?
(b) . Can kinetic changes from (a) be interpreted qualitatively from
a mechanistic-structural view point* based on what is reported
or what can be extrapolated from the literature?
(c) » Will rest (zero shear) and/or shear rate history influence the
gelation kinetics and structure formed during gelation?
It was assumed that little primary gelatin chain degradation occurs
during shearing. This is a valid assumption since low temperatures were
used) the gelatin was prepared in dilute solution which resulted in low
viscosities # and relatively low rates of shear were used for measurements.
II. CHEMISTRY OF GELATIN
In order to understand gelatin, one must first have some knowledge of the
parent substance collagen. Collagen is the most important constituent of
akin, tendon, connective tissue, and most of the organic portion of bone*
The basic collagen macro-molecular unit appears to be a three chain helical
rod like structure (^000 A x Ik A) in which the individual chains are wound
in a super helix. Chemical and physical analyses have shown that these
fibers or chains are polymers of a number of different amino acid residues.
Table II-l lists typical amino acid compositions for a calf skin derived
gelatin* Collagen owes its distinctive structure to its high content of
of the cyclic imino acids proline and hydroxyproline , along with the non-
polar amino acids with short chains, glycine and alanine. These acidic,
along with other basic, dibasic, or dicarboxylic functional groups are
distributed nonuniformly along the collagen chains. The triple helical
structure is stabilized in part by the formation of hydrogen bonds be-
tween the NH groups on the backbone of one chain and a C=0 group on the
backbone of a neighboring chain. The existence of either one, two, cr
three hydrogen bonds per three amino acid residues has been reported.
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Gelatin is the water soluble product derived from the parent collagen by
any of a number of procedures usually involving the dissolution, disorga-
nization, or degradation of the primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
structure of collagen (denaturation) . During the gelatin forming process,
the coils comprising the collagen are split apart, both laterally and lon-
gitudinally, into separate strands ( o< gelatin) and groups of strands (
£
and * gelatin). In general the degradation is not completely random and
most gelatins are not homogeneous with respect to molecular weight or
weight distribution.
Two processes56 are used commercially for obtaining gelatin
from collagen;
the alkaline process, in which the collagen receives a lengthy
low temper-
ature pretreatment with mild alkali before being extracted
with warm water
at a PH near neutrality, and the acid process,
in which little or no pre-
TABLE II-l
AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF ALKALINE
EXTRACTED CALF SKIN GELATIN6
Percent (%)
H-LcLXlJ-Iie
Hrgx nine ft q ft fto» o
iispar uic iiCia. o» 0 — £ oO • y
oys line trace
VJXj C ill - • y . ?7 R
11 1 - 11 • "T
. 0.78U» ( u
Hydroxylysine 0.91 - 1.2
Hydrxyproline H i4.o - 14.5
Isoleucine 1.7 - 1.8
Leucine 3-1 - 3^
Lysine h.5 - 4.6
Methionine 0.8 - 0.9
Phenylalanine 2.2 - 2.5
Proline 14.8 - 16.4
Serine 3.2 - 4.2
Threonine 2.2
Tyrosine 0.2 - 1.0
Valine 2.6 - 3^
treatment is used other than that necessary to give the raw material an
acid pH (3. 5 to 4.0), and extraction with warm water takes place at this
pH..
Analyses reveal that the reactive amino acid residues vary in number be-
tween the acid and alkaline derived gelatins. This variation in chemical
structure produces different characteristics and properties in the two
types of gelatin.- An important difference in structure is described by
the physical properties known as isoelectric and isoionic points. The
isoelectric point is the pH of a buffer in which an electric current pro-
duces no migration, i.e. , the net charge on the gelatin is zero. Isoionic
point is the pH of isoionic gelatin in water- Isoionic gelatin is mater-
ial that contains no noncolloidal ions other than hydrogen or hydroxyl.
Generally the isoionic and isoelectric points of acid processed gelatin
lie within a pH of 7*0 to 9*0 and within a pH of k.7 to 5*1 for alkaline
processed gelatin. 50
Veis and Cohen32 have reported on the molecular configuration of commer-
cial acid and alkaline extracted gelatin with molecular weights near 3 x
105 . They have suggested: (1) that the acid precursor gelatins are more
compact structures than the alkaline precursor gelatins; (2) that the
configuration of the acid-gelatin is less readily altered by environmen-
tal conditions; and (3) that differences may arise because the peptide
chains in the acid-gelatin structure are arranged so that the internal
charge compensation is great, i-e-, many of the acidic and basic func-
tional groups must be constrained, by interchain cross-linkages , to re-
side in nearby regions within the molecular domain of the random gelatin
networks-
Due to the absence of appreciable internal order, gelatin chains take up
a random configuration in aqueous solutions at high temperatures* Foly-
electolytic characteristics are confered on the gelatin chains by the
acidic and basic functional groups,, governing to some extent the inter-
actions between gelatin molecules and water* These characteristics are
altered considerably by changes in any number of factors such as
pH15
,
7temperature, ionic structure, or aging resulting in marked changes in
hydrodynamic properties, thermodynamic properties1 S 2 S* 6 , light scat-
tering characteristics, etc..50
8III* MOLECULAR INTERPRETATION OF GEL FORMATION
Although the occurence of network gel formation in gelatin solutions has
long been recognized
,
it still remains a poorly understood phenomenon.
For the most part gelatin characterization studies have been done in un-
disturbed systems; the structural changes and kinetic changes which occur
during gelation under shear have not been extensively studied. However
*
to provide a background for understanding the molecular processes which
may be invoked during shearing , some of the classic and contemporary
theories and studies dealing with collagen fold formation and gelation
will be summarized.
The one indispensable event in gelation is the development of the collagen
fold involving portions of each gelatin molecule.30 Collagen fold form-
ation is that process in which peptide chain segments of uncertain and
probably varying length, assume a stable helical configuration similiar
to the helical configuration of the peptide chains in native collagen.
Harrington and Von Hippel16 suggest that the collagen fold is developed
along single peptide strands which then attain, through the cooperative
hydrogen bonding of water bridges at every available site on the back-
bone, a stability and finite life. Crystallites or compound helices are
then formed by a slower process involving the release of some of the back-
bone water to form hydrogen bonds between peptide strands.
Flory and Weaver12 however propose that the single strand helix inter-
mediate, formed by the locking in of the poly-L-proline II segments,
would have only a transitory existence* The collagen fold becomes sta-
bilized only when favorably situated intermediates, created by statis-
tical mechanical configurational fluctuations, interact rapidly to form
intersegment hydrogen bonds.
These studies assume gelatin concentrations which favor fold formation.
Network gelation mechanisms favored at higher concentrations would be
considerably more complex. Veis and Schnell
35 suggest that the first
9step in the process involves the interaction of chain segments via hydro-
gen bonding to form aggregates, followed by collagen fold formation within
the aggregates.
Coopes6 feels that single chain helices cannot exist as stable entites,
but require interaction with other chain segments from either the same or
different molecules. The more stable crosslinks would consist of lengths
of chain in the collagen fold formation stabilized by interchain hydrogen
bonds* Helical structure would grow slowly along the chain, resulting in
greater rigidity in the gel. He suggests that two chain helicies pre-
dominate since the probability of three chains becoming correctly aligned
iB low.
Some basic conclusions can be drawn from these studies concerning the
molecular processes which are occuring during gelation. The first event
on cooling a gelatin solution appears to involve a combined intramolecu-
lar reorganization of parts of the gelatin peptide chains to a configu-
ration which has been described above as the collagen fold and a non-
specific interaction of the ordered segments of different intimately en-
tangled molecules - reactions involving rotations about specific peptide
bonds, random collisions, and ordering and stabilization of individual
chain elements - to form weak intermolecular crosslinks formed by neigh-
boring hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic bonding, or electrostatic bonding.
Hie chain segments primarily involved in this interaction are the non-
polar regions rich in proline and hydroxyproline. Slowly, additional
collagen folding and rigid gel networks form at these junction points
which are joined by flexible unstructured individual peptide chains.
Both aggregates and the free chain segments in hydrated systems are sub-
ject to aging or tempering resulting in the development of stable crys-
tallites.
There is a substantial amount of motion of the chain
segments in highly hydrated gelatin systems, even at low temperatures.
This is in agreement with the progressive increase in crystallinity of
gels upon maturation, but further suggests that water plays an important
role in stabilizing the collagen fold.'
0
10
The terms "gelation" and "renaturation" are not synonyms. The collagen
molecule can be considered as having two levels of structural order. At
the first level is the helical winding of the individual peptide strands
into their characteristic collagen fold configuration. The second level
involves the very precise alignment of these three peptide strands to
provide complimentary interaction of both side chain functional groups
and nonpolar chain backbone segments. The term renaturation applies only
to the process whereby gelatins may be induced to attain both levels of
structural organization. Gelation as mentioned previously involves the
formation of isotropic three dimensional gel networks. Renaturation and
gelation are thus competing processes. Network gel formation via random
segment interactions is concentration dependent and is favored at high
concentrations. Conversely, renaturation is completely inhibited by ran-
dom collagen fold formation and network formation, so that renaturation
proceeds most effeciently at gelatin concentrations less than 0.2 per-
cent.30
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IV. INSTRUMENTATION
Viscosities were measured with an A. G. Epprecht, Ltd*, Rhecmeter -
Rheomat 15 (Figure IV-1), which consists of two main components - a mea-
suring head mounted on a stand, and a control cabinet. The control cab-
inet houses electrical components including a 15 position frequency se-
lector which inputs 15 possible angular velocity settings to the measur-
ing head from 5*6 to 352 EPM. A precision spring assembly housed in the
measuring head measures 388 dyne-cm of torque per scale division or
38,800 for full scale deflection*
A great number of different designs of measuring systems has been des-
cribed in the literature • A special double cup and bob used with the
Epprecht designated by the letters MS-0 consists of a hollow rotor with
holes in the top to allow air to escape when the rotor is inserted into
an annular cup channel • A schematic diagram of this unit is shown in
Figure IV-2. The system can be considered as two simple viscometers hav-
ing the same angular velocity while the measuring torque is the sum of the
two individual torques. With the MS-0 unit and Epprecht drive, shear
rates from 27 to 1717 sec- 1 can be obtained with shear stresses varying
from 2#23 to 223 dyne cm"2 . Hence viscosities as low as 0,0013 poise and
as high as 8.*f poise may be measured.
Appendix A presents a profile of the angular velocities, shear rates, and
Newtonian conversion factors which are used with the MS-0 viscometer.
Appendix B compares viscosity data which have been corrected for non-
Newtonian effects and those which have not. Differences between the cor-
rected and uncorrected viscosities are minimal, and since the results
presented in this study are treated comparatively, no further corrections
were made to any data taken.
In order to ensure that the gelatin viscosity data reflect the results of
stable laminar flow within the annular region of the MS-0 unit, the re-
gions of secondary or turbulent flow as reflected by the critical
12
RHEOMETEH
Main Power
Cable
FIGURE IV-1. EPPHECHT RHEOMAT 15 WITH KS-0 VISCOMETER
MEASURING CUP
MEASURING BOB
— Rubber Joint
Ring Nut
Rt =: 0.S&+5 cm
£2 s 0.90 cm
% =r 1.00 cm
R^ s 1.02 cm
L s 15.0 cm
A = 0.1 cm
(active height)
(gap)
FIGURE IV-2. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MS-0 UNIT
Ik
Reynolds numbers were examined (Appendix C). Generally the critical
Reynolds numbers range from 10 (inner wall [R3 ] rotating, outer [R. ] sta-
tionary) to 80 (inner wall [H, ] stationary, outer [R, ] rotating) orders
of magnitude greater than the maximum Reynolds number the system could
possibly generate with gelatin. The transition to turbulent flow takes
place at a much higher Reynolds number in the case where the inner wall
is stationary and the outer is rotating. This is because the transition
is influenced by centrifugal forces. When the outer wall is rotated, in-
ertial forces have a high stabilizing effect on flow, however, when the
inner wall is rotated, centrifugal forces tend to introduce instability. 2
The MS-0 double cup and bob viscometer can be used in such a way that
practically the whole of the test material is subjected to similiar
shearing conditions. Moore and Davies25 have shown that the shearing
stress distributions in both gaps are equal (i.e., = T3 and Tj = T,, )
what ever the type of material involved provided that R, /\ = R3 / R^ .
Appendix D presents a summary of this derivation.
Rotary viscometers which shear a thin layer of material in a repeated
path and which provide measurement in time of the shear stress and shear
rate have been most suitable for the study of non-Newtonian and especial-
ly thixotropic materials such as gelatin. Also these viscometers allow
for measurements made on non-Newtonian materials to be interpreted in
absolute units.
The MS-0 unit is capable of holding 13*66 ml of fluid, 3»66 ml in the an-
nular region which is undergoing shear and 10 ml in the cup shaped stor-
age area which experiences insignificant shearing. The unit was main-
tained at constant temperature with the use of a water circulating tem-
perature controller. Generally, consistent initial readings were obtain-
able within a minute after filling the viscometer with the heated fluid.
Because of the small gap clearances, the solution reaches the equilibrium
temperature of the MS-0 unit within seconds after filling. Appendix E
presents a typical unsteady state heat conduction problem which demon-
15
etrates the rapid rate at which the fluid reaches the equilibrium temp-
erature of the viscometer and bath.
16
V. MATERIALS
Ten commercial suppliers provided samples of single extraction calf and
pig skin derived gelatin. Of these samples, one pig skin and three calf
skin gelatins were briefly evaluated with respect to molecular weight and
kinetic behavior during gelation inorder to select one material for in-
tensive examination. Based on these results, an alkaline processed gela-
tin supplied by United States Gelatin, Division of Peter Cooper Corpora-
tion was chosen for further investigation. This gelatin (Lot 320) was
extracted from an alkaline treated precursor. Specifically, the calf
skin stock was initially washed and then treated with lime water until
cured. The stock was then washed and treated with dilute sulfuric acid
for neutralization of residual alkalinity and washed again prior to gela-
tin extraction. This sample represents gelatin from a single extraction
and is not a blend of various lots.
A viscosity average molecular weight of 100,000 was determined for the
Peter Cooper gelatin (which will subsequently be refered to as PC) using
intrinsic viscosity techniques and the Mark-Houwink relationship, assum-
ing a linear randomly coiled polymer. Equation constants were obtained
from the Polymer Handbook5 • The molecular weight discussed above was cal-
culated from plots of reduced viscosity versus concentration for two gel-
atin PC solutions (Figure V-l). Intrinsic viscosity and molecular weight were
also determined for three other gelatins during the initial screening
studies? Appendix F presents reduced viscosity-concentration plots for
these samples.
Molecular weight and other characteristic data for the PC gelatin along
with the three other gelatins are summarized in Table V-l for comparative
purposes. The molecular weights are quite diverse ranging from 45,000 to
170,000. Generally the molecular weight of the parent collagen is close
to 300,000; thus each gelatin chain should have a value close to 100,000.
The low value of 45,000 may reflect some chain degradation caused during
extraction. The higher value of 170,000 on the other hand may indicate
17
0.8
Peter Cooper Alkaline Extracted
Calf Skin Gelatin (Gelatin PC)
0.7
Solution:
1.0 M NaCl
40°C
^ 0.6 -
M 0.5
Solution:
0.17 M Acetate
pH 4.75
35° C
0.4
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
CONCENTRATION, C (g dl*1 )
FIGURE V-l. REDUCED VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF
CONCENTRATION
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TABLE V-l
COMPARATIVE GELATIN PROPERTIES
Supplier
Animal
Source Treatment pH
Viscosity
Average
Intrinsic
# Molecular
Viscosity Weight ***
United States Gelatin
Division of Peter Cooper
Corporation
Gowanda, New York
calf
skin
alkaline 7.0 0.57
(0.^8)
**
100,000
Atlantic Gelatin
Division of General
Foods Corporation
Woburn, Massachusetts
calf
skin
6.5 0.66 170,000
Swift Chemical Company
Division of Swift and
Company
Winchester, Massachusetts
Pig
skin
acid 5.2 0.51 70,000
Kind and Knox
Camden, New Jersey
calf
skin
alkaline 6.2 0.29 45,000
** *
* Solution properties:5 1.0 M NaCl, ^0°C, K = 2.69 x 10~5dl/g, a = 0.88
* Solution properties:5 0.17 M Acetate, 35° C, K = 1.66 x 10"5 dl/g,
a = 0.885
Obtained using the Mark - Houwink relation: P)l] = KM*
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incomplete denaturation or a higher concentration of £ and V gelatin
(i.e., crosslinked o< gelatin chains)*
Although other methods for molecular weight characterization have been
successfully applied to gelatin (i.e., osmotic pressure techniques,
analytical ultracentrifugation methods29 ' 58, fractionation procedures25
,
and light scattering techniques5 j 5 ' 13 ' 31 32 j 55 <r 34 ) , this viscometric
study provided a convenient and rapid way to differentiate and character-
ize the species of gelatin which were available.
It is interesting to note some of the observations based on light scat-
tering studies:30
• Gelatins are molecularly dispersed in aqueous solutions
at temperatures of *tO°C.
• Molecular weight may range up to values greater than 106 •
• Even after fractionation, gelatins are extremely
heterogeneous
• The same configurational model cannot be used for all
gelatins.
Thus through out this study it must be continually remembered that the
gelatin under evaluation, even though from a single extraction source*
is still a crude material as to molecular weight distribution, chain
sequence uniformity, chain branching, chain crosslinking, and chain
aggregation*
20
VI, PROCEDURE
Solutions were prepared by agitating granulated gelatin in kO°C water for
three hours. After this period, the temperature was raised to 70° C and
the solution was filtered through a Whatman no. 1 qualitative filter
paper. The filtrate was cooled to *tO°c again, stirred, and allot ed to
several small flasks which were sealed and refrigerated. The solution
concentrations were determined by measuring the weight of solute remain-
ing after evaporating the solvent from a standard volume of solution.
Basically two forms of viscometric data are reported in this text: stat-
ic data during which no time - shear stress changes occur as a function
of a single shear rate, and kinetic data during which the shear stress
measured varies as a function of time (thixotropic behavior). Both
studies involved essentially identical start-up and operative procedures,
however collection of kinetic data required a longer time.
Concentrated hydrochloric acid and pelletized sodium hydroxide were used
to change the pH of the solutions. pH adjustments were made one half
hour prior to initiating an experimental run.
Each gelatin solution was maintained at *40°C for one half hour prior to
beginning the run to insure that the chains were completely randomized in
solution. The experimental time began at the instant $.66 ml of to°C gel-
atin solution was poured into the annular cup region of the MS-0 visco-
meter* Readings were obtained within one minute of experimental time.
As described earlier (section IV) , the time required for the solution to
achieve the equilibrium temperature of the viscometer and bath is very
short. A one minute reading is thus believed to reflect a close approx-
imation of the viscosity of the randomly coiled chains (no structure) at
a temperature below the gel melting zone. Most of the viscosity growth
curves presented in the next chapter substantiate this claim since very
little viscosity change occurs during the first three to five minutes.
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VII. EEEOLOGY OF GELATION
A# Introduction
!$• Kinetics and Shear Rate
C* Shear Rate History
Kinetics and Concentration
E» Kinetics and pH
F. Kinetics and Temperature
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VII-A. Introduction
There are basically two forms of viscometric data reported in this chap-
ter exhibiting marked differences in performance. Viscosity data taken
above the melting zone (>25°C) of gelatin exhibit typical time indepen-
dent shear thinning behavior as a function of increasing shear rate,
whereas data taken below the melting zone show characteristic thixotropic
behavior. The melting zone refers to the temperature range where struc-
tured gelatin networks and randomly coiled gelatin chains coexist in
solution. Above this zone randomly coiled chains in solution are
thermodynamically favored , whereas network formation occurs below the
zone.
Although the figures in this chapter have been described sufficiently in
their accompanying text , a few additional comments will serve to clarify
any remaining ambiguities. Plots of viscosity versus time (viscosity
growth curves) are on full logarithmic coordinates because of the ex-
tended ranges encompassed by the data. Plots of normalized viscosity
( [equilibrium viscosity - viscosity at time t] / [equilibrium viscos-
ity - initial viscosity] ) versus time are on semi-logarithmic coordinates
inorder to attain an understanding of the rate and mechanism of the gela-
tion process.
Viscosity growth, normalized / kinetic curves, and several other varia-
tions are presented only for the Peter Cooper calf skin gelatin (gelatin
PC) as functions of shear rate, concentration, pH, and temperature. As
briefly mentioned in section V, kinetic growth curves were also construct-
ed for three other species of gelatin during the screening studies. These
plots are included in Appendix G. For a better understanding of these
curves and the molecular mechanisms involved, it is advisable to review
section VII-B first. Remember that these data are of gelatin originat-
ing from different animal and extraction processes, and as such only
general comparisons can be made between the results* The equilibrium
viscosities (Appendix Gl) demonstrate a typical viscosity molecular weight
23
interdependence. The short term kinetic curves show a slight dependence
on molecular weight of the rate of equilibrium attainment for the three
calf skin derived gelatins, however, this difference becomes insignifi-
cant as gelation continues.
VII-B. Kinetics and Shear Rate
la
The most convenient type of data for studying the kinetics of gelation is
that obtained by observing viscosity change as a function of either shear
rate or shear stress. The former approach was chosen as it lended itself
suitable to the Epprecht Rheometer.
Although the occurance of thixotropic non-Newtonian behavior has long
been recognized
,
it still remains a poorly understood phenomenon. It is
generally accepted that thixotropy results from structural changes that
are functions of the shear rate, shear stress, and tine.
A type of experiment which can provide information on the solid like
structure that develops during gelation is that obtained by shearing gel-
atin solutions at temperatures below the melting zone for periods of time
at various constant shear rates and observing the viscosity growth. In the
case of gelation the time to attain an equilibrium viscosity or constant
structure ranges from several hundred minutes at high rates of shear to
one or two thousand minutes at very low rates of shear. These results
are presented in Figures VTI-B1 and B2 where viscosity versus time plots
are presented as a function of shear rate. These equilibrium times are
considered extremely long (some thixotropes have been observed to achieve
equilibrium within seconds); however, due to the complex nature of the
gelatin molecule this is expected.
There appears to be a broad range of strengths of particle to particle
associations or structures that can exist depending on the shear level,
in fact the equilibrium viscosity at the lowest shear rate (270 sec" 1 )
is almost 16 times larger in magnitude than that at the highest shear rate
of 1717 sec-1 Perhaps at low rates of shear weak structure can exist be-
cause the disruptive forces are low, while at high rates of shear only
stronger structures can exist.
The results shown on Figures VTI-B3 and Bk have been normalized with res-
pect to the initial and equilibrium viscosities to provide a kinetic
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analysis* Due to limitations of the 'viscometer, initial viscosities at
several of the lower shear rates were not obtainable. However a similiar
initial viscosity was assumed for all shear rates based on the following
observations and assumptions
:
• The initial structures at 8°C are identical regardless of the
rate of shear (i.e., the gelatin chains exist as random coils).
• Shear thinning is minimal as demonstrated in Figure VII-D1.
.
The initial viscosity is small compared to the equilibrium
viscosity.
• The initial viscosities were essentially identical at those
shear rates at which readings were obtained.
As observed in these figures the rate of gelation increases as a func-
tion of increasing shear rate, both in a short time and long time con-
sideration. The observed increase in viscosity growth rate with shear
rate is to be expected if the build up of structure is controlled by the
rate at which particles are brought into contact with each other and with
the already existing aggregates. The higher the shear rate, the more par-
ticles of the proper orientation and size are brought into the gel aggre-
gate zone per second. As the shear rate is lowered, the contribution of
the shear rate to particle orientation becomes smaller when compared to
that of the molecular (Brownian) motion.
Based on the two seemingly linear regions of these rate curves, it appears
as though two overall stages or mechanisms are involved during gelation
under shear. These might be described as an initiation stage and a long
term stage. The inflection or divergence of these two stages appears to
fall within 100 to 200 minutes depending on the rate of shear. The first
scheme probably includes such molecular processes as the intramolecular
reorganization of parts of the gelatin molecule into a configuration des-
cribed as the collagen fold and the non specific interaction of the order-
ed segments of the different intimately entangled molecules to form weak
intermolecular crosslinks. The second stage probably includes the slower
additional collagen folding and gel aggregate formation at the junction
points and the slower aging or tempering process resulting in the develop-
30
ment of stable crystallites. The lack of a sharp transition indicates a
process in which all or some of the mechanisms described above are oceur-
ing simultaneously
,
but with increasing or decreasing influence.
Figure VTI-B5 shows equilibrium and constant structure curves obtained
from the preceding shear rate data. The object of this form of presenta-
tion is to demonstrate the behavior of the gelled system at various
"structural" levels, with the level being determined by shearing the gela-
tin solution until equilibrium was established at the selected shear rate.
The slightly hyperbolic shaped curve reflects the equilibrium shear stress
at each shear rate. After attaining an equilibrium shear stress (or vis-
cosity)
,
the constant structure curves were determined (shown as dashed
lines emanating from the equilibrium flow curve) by lowering the shear
rate to a new level rapidly enough so that no structural change could
take place during the time required to change the shear rate. After the
stress was measured at the new lower level, the shear rate was changed
back to the original level until equilibrium was once more attained(usu-
ally no deviation was observed) after which another measurement could be
made. The fact that no deviation was observed is good evidence that a
"constant structure" was maintained.
The slopes of the constant structure curves increase as a function of an
increasing shear rate on the equilibrium flow curve. This demonstrates
that the equilibrium gel structure or network formed at each shear rate
is different, different in the respect of containing some unique struc-
tural composition.
Unfortunately it was experimentally unfeasible to extend shear rate beyond
27 or 1717 sec" 1 so as to observe any discontinuities in the equilibrium
flow curve. Joye and Poehlein15 have presented data (although not com-
menting upon it) which appear to indicate that an inflection or transi-
tion point on an equilibrium flow curve for a clay water suspension may
exist around 100 sec" 1 shear rate. The data of Figure VII-B5 also allow
for this speculation, although certainly more confirming work is needed.
An inflection as described might indicate a transition zone where in-
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creases or decreases in shear rate will influence the structure formed
a greater or lesser extent.
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VII-C. Shear Rate History
The objective of this study was to determine the behavior of the gelation
process and structure formed as a function of shear rate history. Figures
VII-C1, C2, and C3 illustrate the results.
The viscosity growth curve of Figure VII-C1 (curve A) illustrate a gela-
tin solution which was continuously sheared at a uniform shear rate of
288.3 sec* 1 until an equilibrium viscosity was achieved (2000 minutes).
On attaining equilibrium, the shear rate was decreased to 0 sec"" 1 for
2000 minutes. After this second 2000 minute period, the shear rate was
again raised to the initial 288.3 sec" 1 level and data were recorded
(curve B) as the viscosity decreased slowly to the equilibrium level at-
tained previously by a continuous 288.3 sec" 1 shear program. From these
plots it appears as though additional structure forms during the 2000 min-
ute 0 sec- 1 shear period as evidenced by the higher immediate viscosity,
however, this new or additional structure is shear degradable and grad-
ually breaks down. Thus it would seem unlikely that a rearrangement of
the original structure formed at 288.3 sec" 1 occured during the 0 sec"1
shear period, and perhaps only previously unattached or peripheral gela-
tin chains are involved in forming new interchain bonds which are weakly
connected to the main structure.
A second experiment , also shown in Figure VII-C1 , examines differences in
structure which form at rest and at a finite shear rate. Here a system,
with no prior shear history, was allowed to gel for 2000 minutes with 0
sec"1 shear. After this 2000 minute period, a 288.3 sec"1 shear rate was
imposed on the system (curve C). Note that even after 5000 minutes of
shearing, the decreased level of viscosity is considerably greater than
the equilibrium viscosity shown for the continuous viscosity growth curve
and shows little hope of even approaching this level within a practical
length of time.. It appears that gelation at zero shear, with no prior
shear history, produces a structure which cannot be rearranged or decom-
posed very easily thru shearing to yield a structure characteristic for
I I I I I
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that shear rate. The structure formed under 0 Bwr* shear must then be
quite different in interchain bonding and network arrangement.
To determine if a shear rate one order of magnitude lower than 288.3 sec"'
woold also produce a seemingly irreversible structure, the data of Figure
V1I-C2 were obtained. After observing a typical viscosity growth pattern
for 2000 minutes at 27-3 sec~i (curve 3), the shear rate was increased to
sec-' (curve C). The viscosity decays slowly to the viscosity char-
acteristic of 288o sec-'' continuous shearing (curve A) suggesting an in-
terchangeability of structure for systems which form under shear, at least
for gelatin networks formed at a 27.3 sec" 1 shear rate or above.
A third figure (Figure VII-G3) shows a gelatin solution which experienced
a sequence of a short 0 sec~ 1 shear period for 80 minutes and then a 288.3
eec-1 shear until achieving equilibrium (curve B). A yield peak is ob-
eerved which decays to a level very near the correct time - viscosity pos-
ition for a 288.3 sec- 1 continuously sheared system (curve A). The vis-
cosity growth continues on almost a parallel course with the continuously
sheared solution. Apparently the structure formed during these 80 minutes
ie not sufficiently developed to retain its strength under shear as was
the case of a 2000 minute 0 sec" 1 shear developed gel network (Figure VTI-
CI [C]). Even though the gel network has attained approximately 50 per-
cent of its final strenth after 80 minutes of zero shear as measured by
viscosity t the additional bonds which continue to form with time at zero
shear are apparently the more influential in providing the highest order
of interchain bond strength*
All ©f these facts demonstrate quite strongly that different quantitative
and qualitative structure form at different shear rates and depending on
the shear rate history may or may not be easily reversible processes*
Joye and Poehlein1 * have presented an intuitive argument describing the
overall different molecular processes involved in gelation under zero
shear and gelation during a finite shear rate. They feel that only weak
cross links or bonds between nquasi-elenentsn are responsible for the
growth or increase of structure under constant shear rate. Because of
these we?k structural units, it is unlikely that stronger inter-unit bonds
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can form during shear. During zero shear inter-unit bonds can form
easily. They propose that a loose gel network forms rather quickly dur-
ing rest
,
after which additional network crosslinks complete a strong
gelled system.
Pcrtions of this argument could be reinforced with the data just presented,
however, the distinction between the zero shear and sheared structure may
not be as clear as Joye assumes. It is entirely possible that stronger
"inter-unit" bonds form during shearing as well as during rest.
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VII-D. Kinetics and Concentration
The following experiments present information concerned with the influ-
ence of concentration on the rheology and kinetics of the gelation mech-
for
anism. Figure VII-D1 depicts viscosity/shear rate data A gelatin in sol-
ution at **0°C as a function of concentration. These results, which show
a' slight non-Newtonian or shear thinning behavior, are time independent
since the formation of netv/ork gels generally will not occur above 25° C.
The viscosity growth curves of Figure VII-D2 are data illustrating gela-
tion at several concentrations ranging from 0.*f to 0.7 percent. At these
concentrations the network gelation forming mechanism is favored over re-
n^turation. A dilute solution exists when the volume of solution is larger
than the volume encompassed by the sum of all the unperturbed volumes of
the molecular domains. A solution may be thought of as concentrated when
the molecular domains overlap, and contacts between chain elements of
different chains becomes as probable as contacts between elements of the
same chain.' 0 Apparently even at high dilutions the chain segment den-
sity within the domain of a single random coil is relatively high.
Boedtker and Doty5 examined an gelatin of a molecular weight of 90,000
at infinite dilution and determined a weight concentration within the
polymer domain of 2#1 x 10~*gcnf3 « Thus a gelatin chain segment is
never in an environment less concentrated than about 0.2 percent. At to-
tal gelatin concentrations greater than 0.2 percent the molecular domains
must overlap so that intermolecular contacts are equally probable as
intramolecular contacts.
The rates of structure formation as a function of concentration are con-
siderably different as shovm in Figure VII-D3. Perhaps at lower concen-
trations the gelatin chains retain some mobility for longer periods of
time. At higher concentrations the chain mobility will be restricted
much sooner and thus not allow for the slow rate of development of stron-
ger or more ordered bonds.
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Again as presented in section VII-B, these curves appear to exhibit long"
and short term slopes suggesting two overall mechanisms for network growth
VII-E. Kinetics and pH
The following study demonstrates the behavior of gelation over a range of
pH. The expansions and contractions of the gelatin molecule with varying
pH have been extensively examined in previous work. 30 The viscosity has
been found to have a minimum value at the isoelectric pH and increases as
the net molecular charge increases. The isoelectric point is the pH of a
buffer on which no net migration of the protein is produced by application
of an electric field.
Viscosity growth curves for the alkaline derived gelatin PC are shown in
Figures VII-El and E2 as a function of pH. The pH is observed to have a
considerable influence on the final equilibrium structure of the gelled
network as well as the rate at which it is attained. The normalized ki-
netic plots of these growth curvesare shown in Figures VII-E3 and Ek.
Figure VII-E5 presents a plot of the equilibrium viscosities shown in fig-
ures El and E2 as a function of pH. At pH values above and below those
shown on this plot, studies50 have observed that viscosities fall rapidly,
and at the extreme acid end, take on values even less than the viscosity
at the isoelectric pH. At a pH of 5»25». corresponding to a value near
the isoelectric point, the equilibrium viscosity reaches a minimum. Cor-
respondingly its rate of growth to equilibrium is very fast. Visually the
"gelled 1 ' system at this pH is turbid. The gelatin molecules have probably
assumed intramolecularly compacted structures due to the absence of repul-
sive charges on the segments of the chain. The expansion that accompanies
the charging of the gelatin molecule thru altering the pH from the iso-
electric point increases viscosity and reduces the turbidity.
These equilibrium viscosities, which are a reflection of inter- and intra-
molecular arrangements, apparently correlate well with the viscosities of
randomly coiled gelatin molecules in solution (i.e., above 25° C) as shown
in Figure VTI-E6. Here two shear rates (288.3 and 1717 sec" 1 ) were used
to obtain viscosity as a function of pH for a 4.71 percent gelatin solu-
**5
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tion at kWC. Based on the sinilari
-
ties in these curves . t that
the gelled network structure is influenced considerably by the initial
chain configuration.
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VII-F. Kinetics and Temperature
Temperature plays an important role in determining the nature and poten-
tial for gelation* Network systems such as gelatin which are stabilized
by secondary forces such as hydrogen bonds, rather than by primary cova-
lent bonds, exhibit a strong dependence upon the solvent environment and
the system temperature. These bonds represent a delicate balance be-
tween solute-solvent and solute-solute interactions*
As demonstrated in the preceding studies, the structure of a network gel
is determined by the mode of gel formation. For example, if network for-
mation is brought about at high gelatin concentration, random chain con-
tacts lead to the formation of network structures composed of non-aligned
small chain segments. Another way for altering structure is to change
the rate by means of temperature. Gelation occuring near the melting
zone will permit a greater ordering of the interacting segments, leading
to the development of large crystallites comprised of uniformly aligned
chains. Tempering a gel formed as . randomly aligned small chains will
also permit a gradual rearrangement to a more ordered structure. 50
Figures VTI-F1 and F2 present viscosity growth and normalized kinetic
rate curves for gelation as a function of temperature. Although differ-
ences in initial viscosities are noticeable over the temperature range of
2.5 to 20° C, the final equilibrium viscosities are not significantly dif-
ferent (excluding the system gelled at 20° C), thus indicating the final
equilibrium viscosity to be independent of temperature. Unfortunately
these data do not differentiate the type of structure formed at each tem-
perature. Since the rates are much slower at the higher temperatures,
more ordered and stronger structures may have formed, thus attaining the
strengths characteristic of gelatin solutions gelled at lower temperatures.
Perhaps temperatures near 20° C may impose a limit for forming network
structures comparable to those gelled below this temperature. This
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is entirely acceptable since temperature above 25° c will permit no gel-
ation whatsoever.
Figure VTI-F3 demonstrates the complete reversibility of the gelatin net-
work. After attaining equilibrium (curve A) the system was rapidly
brought to *tO°C (curve B). The viscosity decreases quickly returning to
the original viscosity characteristic of the solution. Because of
the time lag in heat conduction thru the measuring unit, these data
should not be analyzed kinetically.
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VIII. OPTICAL ROTATORY DISPERSION STUDIES
Optical rotation has been used for many years1
7
as a sensitive probe to
follow conformational transitions in proteins such as denaturation or
renaturation. The basis of this rotatory power of polypeptides and pro-
teins lies first in the presence of an asymmetric carbon in the majority
of the amino acids, and second in the asymmetric spatial arrangement of
the peptide backbone or conformation of the protein. 11
Analysis of helical conformations can be made by use of the Moffitt equa-
tion. Moffitt considered the o(
-helix as a rigid array of identical
chromophores which interact to form a cooperative unit acting as a single
exciton system.
The phenomenologically developed Moffitt equation is
[«0 A = i22 [£L±£! 2oAI + boV
which can be rearranged to form
/ 2 ) I 2
where [©< ] , = Specific rotation = i£2
LC
= Observed rotation in degrees
L = Path length in decimeters
C = Concentration of optically active solute in grams
per 100 ml
MRW = Mean residue molecular weight
n = Refractive index of solvent at wavelength
Xo = 2120 A
a0 = Constant
58
b0 - Constant
Mf Reduced mean residue rotation n— — E °< J \
100 [^+2] A
When imi XV A 0 2 - 1] is plotted against [ A2 / X 0 2 - l]"1 , b0 is obtained
from the slope and a,, from the intercept.
b0 and A o are principally functions of the helical backbone, independent
of both the side chains and the environment, and a<, represents both in-
trinsic and residue rotations, present irrespective of the helix, and
rotations due to interactions within the helix. The sign of b0 is in-
dicative of the sense of helix. Generally a value of -63O is associated
with the right handed helix of the L-amino acids, whereas a +63Q is
associated with the left handed helix of the D-amino acids. 11
Figure VIII-1 shows Moffitt plots using wavelengths of 3663 to 5*f6l A
for Gelatin PC in solution at *40°C and after achieving a gel equilibrium
at 7°C. The value of b0 for a random chain is usually zero but can be
much less. The non-zero value of -160 shown for both 0.2 and 0.5 percent
concentrations at 40°C nay actually reflect a random configuration or
perhaps a mixture of random and helical chains, or interference.
Helically wound collagen generally has a b0 value close to -630. The b0
values for the 0.2 and 0.5 percent concentrations which were gelled at
7°C for 3000 minutes were each determined to be -I65, essentially no
different from the original b0 • As seen from this plot , the data at the
high wave length (5^1 A) are unexplainably high# The higher wave lengths
would normally be expected to give the more accurate results. In any
event f inorder to compare the results 9 these data were disregarded and
a straight line was fit to the remaining data.
Based on the unchanged b0 results 9 it might be concluded that no (addi-
tional ?) helical structure forms during gelation. However other fac-
tors may be influencing the observed rotatory dispersion such as inter-
ference from the growing gel network or chirality which compensates for
59
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any helicity formed*
The automatic feature of the polarimeter allowed rotation measurements to
be taken as a function of time. These are plotted as specific rotation
versus time in Figure VIII-2. An increasing growth curve results, sim-
ilar to the viscosity growth curves, which achieves an equilibrium level
with time* Based on the unchanged b0 values and a practical considera-
tion of what may be occuring during gelation, helix generation could not
be solely responsible for this change.
The optical rotatory data and experimental specifics are listed in Appen-
dix H
.
Due to obvious limitations, neither samples of sheared gelatin
gel nor gelatin under going shear were studied with the polarimeter.
Introducing shear formed gel into the polarimeter cell i^ould disrupt the
equilibrium yielding uninterpretable results.
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IX. SUMMARY
Th; gelation kinetics are influenced considerably by shear rate, concen-
tration, temperature, and pH. The rate of gelation increases as shear
rate and concentration increase, as temperature decreases, and as the pH
converges on the isoelectric point (pH-5) from either a basic or acidic
system. Each of these variables, with the possible exception of temper-
ature, appear to alter the type of structure formed during gelation under
shear
.
As observed by numerous other investigations, the mechanism of gelation
is considerably complex. Viscometric techniques are capable of classi-
fying the general transformations occuring during gelation, however,
viscometry is not usually used to differentiate subtle molecular inter-
actions, especially when these conformational or configurational changes
occur simultaneously or consecutively. Single chain helical coil form-
ation, helical winding of two or more molecules, chain segment-water
molecule interactions, and interchain interactions to form cross linked
networks are probably the major gelation transformation phenomenon.
Most of the viscosity data of this study appear to indicate a two stage
mechanism for gelation, the inflection or divergence of these mechanisms
generally occuring around 100 to 200 minutes. The first molecular scheme
is felt to involve single and interchain helical generation and the form-
ation of weak intermolecular cross links thru the non specific interaction
of the ordered segments of the different intimately entangled molecules.
The second scheme probably includes the slower additional collagen fold-
ing and gel aggregate formation at the junction points and the slower
aging or tempering process resulting in the development of stable crys-
tallites.
The rate of gelation increases as a function of increasing shear rate
(over the range of 27. 3 to 1717 sec- 1 ) in both a short time and long time
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consideration. This observed increase in viscosity growth rate with
ehear rate is to be expected if the build up of structure is controlled
by the rate at which particles are brought into contact with each other
end with the already existing aggregates. The slopes of constant struc-
ture curves (Figure VII-B5) increase as a function of an increasing shear
rate on the equilibrium flow curvet demonstrating an equilibrium gel
structure which is different in structural composition.
The shear rate history has quite an impact on the nature of the gelled
network. Gelatin gel structure formed under zero shear is more resis-
tant to shear network degradation than gel formed during shear. Even at
very low shear rates , the structure formed will decay with time under a
higher shear* achieving an equilibrium viscosity which is characteristic
for the higher rates.
The increase in rate of structure formation as a function of increasing
concentration may reflect the relative chain mobility. At higher concen-
trations the chain mobility will be restricted much sooner and thus not
allow for the slower rate of development of stronger or more ordered
bonds.
At a pH of 5«25 corresponding to a value near the isoelectric point, the
equilibrium viscosity reaches a minimum, while its rate of growth to equi-
librium is very fast. The expansion that accompanies the charging of the
gelatin chain thru altering the pH from the isoelectric point increases
viscosity as well as time to gel equilibrium formation. Based on the sim-
ilarities in equilibrium viscosity at 7° C and solution viscosity above 25°
C, it appears that the gelled network structure is influenced considerably
by the initial chain configuration.
Although differences in initial viscosities are noticeable over the temp-
erature range of 2.5 to 20°C, the final equilibrium viscosities are not
significantly different, thus indicating the final equilibrium viscosity
to be independent of temperature for systems gelled below 20° C. These
6if
data however do not differentiate the type of structure formed at each
temperature.
Optical rotatory dispersion studies failed to indicate an increase in the
helical content of gelled gelatin over gelatin in a randomly coiled con-
formation at to°C. However, this data is highly suspect. Interference
from the growing molecular network may be influencing the results and
consequently masking any rotation which would be created thru helix form-
ation.
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APPENDIX A
EPPRBCHT RHEOMAT 15 MS-0 SPECIFICATIONS7
Angular
Rheomat 15 Velocity Shear Rate Viscosity/Scale Reading *
Machine Setting (radians sec"1 ) (sec- 1 ) ' (centipose/scale)
1 O.585 27.28 8.425
2 0.786 36.64 6.276
3 1.034 48.21 4.770
^ I.38 6^.32 3.575
5 1.822 84.85 2.710
6 2.625 122.3 1.880
7 3.521 164.2 1.400
8 4.64 216.1 1.064
9 6.19 288.3 0.798
10 8.16 380.3 0.605
11 11.86 522.0 0.417
12 15.92 741.2 O.310
13 20.94 975.3 O.236
14 28.0 1301 0.177
15 36.83 1717 0.134
*
Shear Stress = 2.22994 / Scale Reading
*
Assuming Newtonian behavior.
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APPENDIX B
CORRECTIONS FOR NON-NEWTONIAN EFFECTS
The Epprecht Instruction Manual7 provides shear rate calculated fromthe equation:
i = 2A/C1-S2]
where A is the angular velocity and S is the radius ratio
S = R(inner wall) /R(outer wall)
This equation, however, is only exact for a Newtonian fluid.
The gelatin PC fluid obeys power law behavior as shown by the essen-
tially constant slopes (m = dClogA] /d[logt ]) of a plot of shear
stress ( Z ) versus angular velocity for several concentrations
(Figure B-l).
Hence the power law fluid equation for shear rate can be used to obtain
the corrected shear rate.
Since the slopes (m) are very close to unity, the non-Newtonian vis-
cosity correction is insignificant as shown in Figure B-2
where viscosity is plotted against shear rate for a few representative
concentrations.
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APPENDIX Bcont *
FIGURE B-l. SHEAR STRESS vs. ANGULAR VELOCITY - CALCULATION OF
SLOPE dLogA/ dLog "C
CONCENTRATION (%)
Gelatin PC
Temperature 40° C
U-iJ I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I
1 10
ANGULAR VELOCITY, A (radians sec"1 )
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APPENDIX Bcont
FlJURE B-2. VISCOSITY vs. SHEAR RATE - NON-NEWTONIAN CORRECTIONS
f
•H
1
O
10
UNCORRECTED ( )
Q % - fl- -y- t g
CONCENTRATION
(%)
8.32
CORRECTED ( )
o m Q »_ .2 » q „
_
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0=<r=r^rO : «l — -° 9 — -O
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Temperature 40° C
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APPENDIX C
LAMINAR FLOW CRITERIA IN THE MS-0 VISCOMETER2
Parameters
:
Maximum Angular Velocity
Solution Density (d)
Minimum Viscosity (u)
(A) 37 radians sec"1
1 g cm"3
0.025 g cnr 1 sec" 1
CASE I. INNER CYLINDER WALL (R, ) ROTATING, OUTER (R, ) STATIONARY
Maximum Reynolds number (Re) obtainable with the
specified gelatin solution:
Be s7\k^2 a/u
where k = R3 / = 1.00/1.02 = O.982
Re(max) = (37) (0. 982) (1.02)2 (1) / (0.025)
Re (max) = 1510
Reynolds number at which transition from laminar to
turbulent flow occurs:
Re (trans) = h\.J> / (1-k)* 2
Re(trans) = 17,100
CASE II. INNER CYLINDER WALL (R, ) STATIONARY, OUTER (% ) ROTATING
Maximum Reynolds number obtainable with the
specified gelatin solution:
Re = /\ k Rj 2 d/ u
where k = R, /R, = 0.8&f5/0.90 = O.982
Re(max) = (37) (0. 982) (O.9)2 (1) / (0.025)
77
Re (max) = 1200
Reynolds number at which transition from laminar toturbulent flow occurs:
From figure 3.5-2, Bird, Stewart, and
Lightfoot2
at 1 - k = 0.02
Re (trans) = 100,000
Therefore laminar flow will prevail in the MS-0 viscometer with these
gelatin solutions.
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APPENDIX D
SHEARING STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE DOUBLE CUP AND BOB SYSTEIf
The measured torque T is the sum of the torques, T12 , produced between
^ \ 5"*,* ' *»* thG t0rqUe ' T3* . produced^etween thecylinders R3 and R, (see Figure IV-2).
The shear stresses (I ) exerted by the fluid on each cylinder face are:
I, = T12 / ( 27T L R, 2 ) rx = T12 /(27TLR, 2 )
= T34 /(2rrLR3 2 ) ^ = Tjv /( 2ttLV>
where L is the active cylinder height.
If the cup and bob are designed, such as the MS-0 viscometer, to
satisfy the radius relation,
*/*2 -Rj/K* (1).
then,
r
i = R2
2 /R1 2 = V /R3 2 = r 3 /I,
For simple shear flow, it can be demonstrated22 with the dynamics
equations that
n « 0.5/"f(r ) di /r
where A is the angular velocity and f("C ) is the rate of shear.
The angular velocity of the rotating cylinder is common to both gaps,
2A = yf(l)dl/r = /f(T)dl/T (2).
Differentiating with respect to Z 2 ,
2dA/ dT 2 = Cf(^i)/I Jdl, / dT 2 - f(T 2 )/t 2
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Since
,then
Substituting,
2t 2 dA/dZ 2 = f(t,)/0 - f(t 2 )
which is positive since T
1 > Z 2 and d[f(T )]/dT is always positive
in practical consistency curves.
Since dA /dZ 2 is always positive, the graph of A against £ 2 can have
no maxima or minima, and therefore, for a given value of , there can
be only one value of T 2 to satisfy equation (2).
Therefore
,
Thus, providing the cup and bob are designed according to equation (1),
shearing conditions in the inner and outer gaps are alike.
i 2
and
By equating the expressions for Z^ and T 3 and for L 2 and Z
from which
t, = T/[2irL(it, 2 + V )]
7, I t = T/[2t-L(V + V)]
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APPENDIX E
HEAT CONDUCTION IN THE MS-0 VISCOMETER2
Problem
To determine the time required for a gelatin solution initially at
*K)0 C in the MS-0 viscometer to decrease to within 3 degrees
(91% decrease) of its final temperature of 7°C.
Assume:
.
Unsteady state heat conduction in a slab of finite thickness*
• Annular vail temperatures are constant*
Parameters
:
Bath temperature (T-, ) 7°C
Original Solution Temperature (T0 ) kO°C
Temperature at the Center of the
Fluid at Time t (T) 10° C
Solution Slab Thickness (b)
„
(i.e., H-R, s 1.02-0.88^5) 0.1355 cm
6 = (T, - T) / (T, - T0 ) = 0.91 (dimensionless temperature)
Using the temperature profiles for unsteady state heat
conduction in a slab of finite thickness (figure 11.1-1,
Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot
)
2
,
at the center of the solution, <xt/b? = 1.0 (dimensionless
time)
where cx = k/dCp =1.5 x 10"3 erf sec" 1 (thermal diffusivity of
the solvent water)
Therefore, t = (1.0) (0.1355
)
2 /(1*5 * 1°~3 )
t = 12 seconds
* Note that the cooling influence of the annular bob has been neglected
APPENDIX F
REDUCED VISCOSITY AS A FUNCTION OF CONCENTRATION
0.9
Solution: 1.0 M NaCl, *»0°c
0.8 General Foods
Calf Skin
Gelatin
o
o
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
Swift Pig Skin Gelatin
0.3 Kind and Knox Calf Skin Gelatin
0.2 OA 0.6 0.8
CONCENTRATION ( g dl~1 )
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APPENDIX G-2
NORMALIZED VISCOSITY vs. TIME - INFLUENCE OF OTHER SPECIES OF GELATIN
Gelatin as shown
0 200 ^tOO 600 800 1000
0 20 60 80 100 120
SHORT TIME (minutes)
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APPENDIX H
OPTICAL ROTATORY DISPERSION DETAILS1
1
Perkin-Elmer l4l Polarimeter
Cell Number = 3178
Lamp Source = Mercury
Path Length = 10 cm
MRW = 115 (used for comparative purposes)
Xo = 2120 A0
Wave Length
At (mu)
Refractive
Index Water , n2 0
3
n2 + 2
- 1
Ao 2
366.3
404.7
435-8
546.1
1.3468
1.3428
1. 3403
1.3345
O.7866
O.7888
0.7902
0.7935
1.99
2.64
3.22
5.62
O.50
0.379
0.311
O.178

